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	Issue: A clear career pathway for Children’s services social care
	Outcomes: What were the intended outcomes? This framework is intended to provide practitioners with a clear progression pathway for their chosen route. either as a manager or practice educator.Business support should also be given some clear CPD opportunities.• What happens differently for service users as a result of this work? All employees should have the same information on which to base their career plans. This should be open, clear and transparent. This will give appraisal a clear purpose.• • What happens differently for the staff as a result of this work? Not in operation yet
	Key Players: Workforce DevelopmentNow need to involve SLT, HR and middle managersWhy these people?SLT need to be convinced it is the correct path, HR needs to ensure it is reflected in job descriptions and appraisal frameworks
	Approach: To clearly identify clear roles for the service and then research what could be done to help their career progression through individual led activities, service led activities and national opportunities.It now needs to be linked in to job roles and career pathways identified by HR. There needs to be clear criteria for accessing the service led and national opportunities making it a clear, fair and transparent process.It also needs to be included in the appraisal process allowing equality of access.
	If doing this again I would: Debbie Hornemail: Debbie.horn@torbay.gov.uktelephone:01803 208693
	Evidence and Knowledge: This was an idea that I brought over from education.
	Learning Points: I would welcome colleagues thoughts and any views on what is missing.
	Next Steps: I will take this to the Social Care Management team. After strategic buy in I will present it to the Team managers and ask for its use to be recorded in appraisals, supervision or personal development plans. I will then monitor the staff on any of the CPD opportunities and ask if they would have liked anything else.
	Organisation:                  Torbay


